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Database fields for each instalment

Extracted with API
- Full text
- Unique identifier
- “Title” (first four lines of text)
- Date of publication: Day; Date, Month, Year
- Page number
- Newspaper: Title, Location, Duration, and Trove Identifier
- Permanent urls: for “article” and “page”
- Count of crowd-sourced corrections to OCR text

Added manually
- Title: “Trove” and “Common”
- Author name: “Trove”, “Common” and “Other”
- Information Source and Additional Information
- Signature details (“Author of ...” as listed in newspaper)
- Author gender and nationality
- Chapter number and title
- “Trove” and “Found” source of fiction
Results of “Chapter” Search

- 58,717 unique records (installments)
- 6,269 titles
- 4,076 unique titles
- 1,693 authors (1,301 titles by unidentified authors)